## MCAT EARLY START PROBLEM SOLVING GROUPS

### Sundays, 3:00-5:00 PM (Group A)
- **Location:** Eads 003
- **PSG leader:** Omer Yousuf
- **Participants:**
  1. Andrew Beckendorf
  2. Shay Bidani
  3. Noah Heilenbach
  4. Max Hershey
  5. Amina Janjua
  6. Avni Joshi
  7. Albert Leng
  8. Esther Okedina
  9. Aly Wayne

### Sundays, 3:30 – 5:30 PM (Group B)
- **Location:** Rudolph 308
- **PSG leader:** Johan Van Nispen
- **Participants:**
  1. Chibueze Agwu
  2. Chelsie Clark
  3. Omar Elganzouri
  4. Sarah Hale
  5. Lauren Hucko
  6. Emily Mansour
  7. Jack Mao
  8. Khoa Nguyen
  9. Priya Pradhan

### Sundays, 3:00-5:00 PM (Group C)
- **Location:** Eads 014
- **PSG leader:** Phillip Chen
- **Participants:**
  1. Katherine Alexander
  2. Claire Shaibley
  3. Emily Burgard
  4. Michaela Cohen
  5. Olivia Murray
  6. Swetha Nakshatri
  7. Jessica Osaghae-Nosa
  8. Jadee Wagner
  9. Kevin Yin

### Mondays, 4:00-6:00pm (Group D)
- **Location:** Eads 003
- **PSG leader:** Phillip Chen
- **Participants:**
  1. Tejiri Agbigbe
  2. Nnenna Anako
  3. Jorden Alex
  4. Karien Dixon
  5. Shannon Gurley
  6. Canaan Hancock
  7. Zurich Mutchler
  8. Molly Parker-Brigham
  9. Olivia Williams

### Wednesdays, 4:30-6:30pm (Drop In, Open Group)
- **Location:** Lien House Ursa’s Fireside
- **PSG leader:** Omer Yousuf
- **Participants:**

  This group is open to all Early Start MCAT Prep Course Students.

  If you would like further support from a PSG Leader, please attend this group in addition to the group you are assigned.